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1 Introduction

Up to now we have described by Generalized Nets (GNs; see [1]) some processes of pattern
recognition { particularly, speach, handwriting, face, etc (see [2]).
The text recognition and translation is another direction of research that will be il-

lustrated with the next example. The process will be modelled in an abstract form. We
will suppose that we have one or more expressions that will be interpreted as ordered sets
of words - elements of a ¯xed language. The aim is to recognize the separate words, to
translate them on another language and construct corresponding expressions in the sec-
ond language. Here we will not discuss some speci¯c aspects of the linguistic translation,
related to speci¯c language constructions like idioms, proverbs, slang and others.

2 A GN-model

Here we shall describe a GN-model (see Fig. 1) that translates a given sentence and rec-
ognize its sense. Let us have:
² a DB of words of one language and their corresponding words in another language that
we shall represent by token ¯ permanently staying in place l5,
² a DB of the context in which separate words are used, that we shall represent by token
° permanently staying in place l6,
² a DB of the contexts of separate expressions, that we shall represent by token ± perma-
nently staying in place l16.
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Let us have an expression of the ¯rst language. We shall represent its words by a set of
®-tokens that will enter sequentially place l1 with initial characteristic (for the i-th token):

x®i0 = \i-th word of the expression":
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Fig. 1: GN-model

Z1 =< fl1; l4; l5; l23g; fl2; l3; l4; l5g;

l2 l3 l4 l5
l1 W1;2 W1;3 W1;4 false
l4 W4;2 false W4;4 false
l5 false false false true
l23 false false false true

>;

where
W1;2 =W4;2 = \the current word is recognized",
W1;3 = \the current word is not recognized (not included in DB ¯",
W1;4 = W4;4 = \the current word is recognized, but it has more senses than the already
used",
W4;4 = :W4;3:
When token ®i enters place l2 it obtains a characteristic

\the list of the words from the second language which corresponds to the current word";

while in places l3 and l4 it does not obtain any characteristic. If predicate W1;4 is not true,
the token keeps its identi¯er; if predicate W1;4 is true, it changes its identi¯er to ®i;1.
When predicate W4;4 is true, then the current ®i-token split to two tokens - the same

token, that already will be marked by ®i;j and that will stays in place l4 and a new token
{ ®i;j+1, where j ¡ 1 is the number of last time-steps in which there is a token in place l4.
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For simplicity, we shall use ®-token instead of ®i;j-token where possible.
When ®-token from place l23 enters place l5 it unites with token ¯ that obtains char-

acteristic
x¯cu = x

¯
cu¡1 [ x®cu:

Z2 =< fl2; l6g; fl6; l7; l8g;
l6 l7 l8

l2 false W2;7 W2;8

l6 true false false
>;

where
W2;7 = \there is not a suitable context for the current word",
W2;8 = :W2;7:
When the ®-token enters place l8 it obtains a characteristic

\list of the suitable contexts for the current word":

while in place l7 it does not obtain any characteristic.
Token ° in place l6 does not change its (initial) characteristic.

Z3 =< fl3; l8; l11g; fl9; l10; l11g;

l9 l10 l11
l3 W3;9 W3;10 W3;11

l8 true false false
l11 W11;9 W11;10 W11;11

>;

where
W3;9 =W11;9 = \the current unrecognized at the moment word is recognized in the context
of the already recognized words",
W3;10 =W11;10 = :W3;9:
When an ®-token enters place l9 it obtains a characteristic

\the current word from the second language which corresponds contextually

(in the sense of DB °) to the current word";

while in place l10 it does not obtain any characteristic.

Z4 =< fl9; l13g; fl12; l13g;
l12 l13

l9 false true
l13 W13;12 W13;13

>;

where
W13;12 = \a token from place l7 enters place l15 and its current characteristic is obtained
on the basis of the characteristics of the present token",
W13;13 = :W13;12:
When the ¯rst ®-token enters place l13 it stays there till the moment when all other ®-

tokens enters this place and unites with the ¯rst one. Otherwise, it splits to new ®-tokens,
that obtain consequtively the characterisrtics:

\hw1;1; w2;1; :::; ws;1i";
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\hw1;2; w2;1; :::; ws;1i";
: : :

\hw1;t1 ; w2;1; :::; ws;1i";
\hw1;1; w2;2; :::; ws;1i";
\hw1;2; w2;2; :::; ws;1i";

: : :

\hw1;t1 ; w2;2; :::; ws;1i";
: : :

\hw1;t1 ; w2;t2 ; :::; ws;1i";
\hw1;t1 ; w2;t2 ; :::; ws;2i";

: : :

\hw1;t1; w2;t2 ; :::; ws;tsi";
where wi;j is the j-th sense of the i-th word in the second language, or wi;j = ¤, if this
word of the ¯rst language is not recognized. The ®-tokens do not obtain any characteristic
in place l12.

Z5 =< fl7; l12; l17g; fl14; l15; l16; l17g;

l14 l15 l16 l17
l7 W7;14 W7;15 false false
l12 false false true false
l17 false false false true

>;

where
W7;14 = \a suitable context for the current unrecognized word is not found on the basis of
DB ± and the tokens from places l12; l13; l16 and l19",
W7;14 = :W7;16:
When the ®-token enters place l15 it obtains a characteristic

\the word from the second language which corresponds contextually (in the sense of DB ±)

to already recognized words";

while in place l14 it does not obtain any characteristic.
The ®-tokens from place l12 enter place l16 without any new characteristics.
Token ± in place l17 does not change its (initial) characteristic.

Z6 =< fl15; l16; l19g; fl18; l19g;

l18 l19
l15 false true
l16 false true
l19 W19;18 W19;19

>;

where
W19;18 = \all entered ®-tokens are collected in place l19,
W19;19 = :W19;18:
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When the ®-tokens from place l16 enter place l19 they stay there till the moment when
all ®-tokens from place l15 enter place l19 and unite with the respective ¯rst ones, that
consequtive obtain the characterisrtic

\a sequence of all recognized words (the places of unrecognized words are marked

by symbol ¤)";
while in place l18 they do not obtain any characteristic.

Z7 =< fl18; l21g; fl20; l21g;
l20 l21

l18 true false
l21 false true

> :

Token " staying permanently in place l20 symbolizes a checker of the translated sentence
sense. This token can be represented by a subnet by the hierarchical operator H6 (see [3]).
A similar result can be obtained if we use hierarchical operatorH1 (see [1]) that will replace
l20 by a subnet. Token " does not obtain any characteristic, while each token ® in place
l20 obtains the characterisrtic

\the ¯nal sequence of all recognized words (the places of unrecognized words are marked

by symbol ¤) and an estimation of its correctness":

Z8 =< fl20g; fl22; l23g;
l22 l23

l20 true W20;23
>;

where
W20;23 = \there are recognized words that are not included in DB ¯".
When each one of the ®-tokens has in its current characteristic words that are not

included in DB ¯, then it splits into two tokens: one of them leaves the net through place
l22 without a new characteristic and the other enters place l23 with a characteristic

\list of the words that are not included in DB ¯":

3 Conclusion

The above constructed GN-model is the ¯rst one, related to the GN-approach in natural
language processing. Up to now there is only one GN-model, representing the functioning
and the results of the work of a semantic network [4].
In the future this model will be extended in some directions. For example, the GN for

semantic networks can be included as a subnet. Also, the processed related to recognition
and translation of idioms will be described as a separate subnet of the above one.
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